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At PRO Stainless, we use the combination of our design, engineering and
fabrication expertise, to deliver innovative solutions for clients, which not
only look great, but are fit for purpose. PRO Stainless can support your
construction or architectural project from concept phase or later stage, with
advice on design, build, materials or timings, and build to brief accordingly.
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For more information visit prostainlessdesigns.com

Why PRO Stainless?
Vision to find the right solution
PRO Stainless have the ingenuity and creativity to see the right solution to a problem or to take a
loose concept from your design team and turn it into something real. We engage deeply in every
project and seek to deliver the right solution within your budget.

Deliver to precise measurements
PRO Stainless has the capability to advise and deliver on precise measurements thanks to our
expert team of engineers and specialist in-house calibrated equipment across a large variety of
finishes and grades.

EXPERTISE IN LARGE SCALE PROJECTS
Set up to deliver large scale projects. Strategically located to service the UK and Ireland. We’re
near the Belfast and Dublin ferry ports which offer 24 hour ferry services. A pallet can be on site
within 48 hours if required.

Ready to discuss your needs?
Contact our team for an initial discussion on how PRO Stainless
can help your upcoming project.
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The three large lighting masts address the majestic scale of the station façade, whose profile
is now enhanced even at night through the integrated lighting scheme. All structures and
landscape elements glow at night, with lighting subtly incorporated into the granite cladding,
transforming King’s Cross Square into an exemplary public urban square.
Alan Stanton – Director, Stanton Williams Architects

